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Game Overview 
 

A kids work is never done. 
 
Lego Island 3 sees the return of Lego Island cast in a whole new adventure. 
Featuring a fantastic journey across land and sea on the Asian continent. Pepper has to trace 
the footsteps of his father in a race to recover the key to Lego Island, a key that could fall into 
the wrong hands. Those hands belong to The Brickster who is yet again out to cause 
mischief.     
 
Platforms 
 Lego Island 3 is being developed for PC, X-Box and Playstation 2 
 
Target Age Group 
 The target age group for Lego Island 3 is 6 to 99 (6+) 
 
Comparative Products 
 Mario 64 
 Mario Party 
 Legend of Zelda – Ocarina of Time 

 

Features 

 In game day and night transition. 
Some events will only happen at certain times. 
 
Weather Effects 
Including Rain, snow and sand storms. 
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Story 
 

Fifteen years ago Bologna set off on a journey to discover the treasures of Marco Polo, 
leaving behind his baby son Pepper. To this day nobody knows what happened to Bologna. 
 
Present day 
The Brickster always said that no jail could hold him, not even his own. He reminds himself of 
that as he pulls his legs through the hole in the cell wall. “Free at last!” He shouts. 
 
Upon returning he discovered that Lego Island was actually a floating Island held still by a 
huge anchor. The Brickster decided the perfect plan for getting back at the citizens would be 
to raise the anchor causing the Island to float to the edge of the Fantasy. 
He followed the chain up into Lego Island, eventually reaching a hidden engine room within 
the Islands core. The engine room contained to great key holes, one of which still contained 
its key. This was the key to raise the anchor, which The Brickster did with out a second 
thought. Turning the key caused a massive rumble on Lego Island. The anchor slowly lifted 
out of the seabed and upwards. Looking at the other keyhole The Brickster noticed the sign 
reading Engine Ignition. The Brickster got really excited; he could he make the Island float 
and drive it as well, the poor citizens would be unable stop him this time. 
But where was the engine key? The Brickster searched the control room high and low, only to 
find the Islands engine logbook. Upon opening the book he notices the last entry was made 
by a Bologna, it reads Performed standard engine checks and removed engine key for save 
keeping. The Brickster is puzzled to why the log has not been updated for fifteen years?  
 
Waiting till night, the Brickster emerges back on Lego Island, he knows that the person to 
answer his question would be the ever-knowing Infomaniac. Teamed with some of his finest 
Brick Bots, The Brickster enters the infocentre. The Infomaniac sees the Brickster and begins 
to flee through the back door only to run into a Brick Bot, who proceeds to walk him back into 
the building. The Brickster asks the Infomaniac one thing, where is Bologna? The Infomaniac 
knows that he has no choice but to answer his question, Bologna left the island fifteen years 
ago on a quest to recover the treasures of Marco Polo. The Brickster and hits Brick Bots 
disappear as quick as they came. The Infomaniac is left feeling worried, he decides to phone 
Pepper and fill him in on what has just happened. 
 
Pepper finding out the news quickly skateboards over to the infocentre. The Infomaniac tells 
Pepper the full story of how the Island is in fact a floating Island with the ability to travel the 
seas with its powerful turbine engine, and how the Brickster has set the Island afloat. Pepper 
asks the Infomaniac about the engine key. The Infomaniac reveals that Peppers father; 
Bologna was an adventurer who set off in search of the treasures of Marco Polo, he took with 
him the engine key. 
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Characters 
 

Main Characters 

 

Arabian Characters 

 

Indian Characters 

 

Emperor Akbar  

Runs the kingdom of India, loves people to praise him with songs. Enjoys giving people puzzles to 

solve. 

 

Chief Minister Birbal 

A Very intelligent and wise man; has the answers to many questions and problems. 

 

Ashar 

Mean Business man expects lots and gives nothing. He cons a lot of the Kingdoms citizens into giving 

him money and valuables. 

 

Jester 

Emperor Akbar’s court jester. He is knows a lot of great dances, but lots of terrible jokes. Teaches 

Pepper Dances. 

 

 

 

Tibetan Characters 

 

Chinese Characters
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Islands 
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Items 
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Sub Games  
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Trinkets  
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Trading Card Game 


